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Bear, Heart of a Hero
The first major Russian novel, A Hero of Our Time was both lauded and reviled upon
publication. Its dissipated hero, twenty-five-year-old Pechorin, is a beautiful and
magnetic but nihilistic young army officer, bored by life and indifferent to his many
sexual conquests. Chronicling his unforgettable adventures in the Caucasus involving
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brigands, smugglers, soldiers, rivals, and lovers, this classic tale of alienation
influenced Tolstoy, Dostoyevsky, and Chekhov in Lermontov’s own century, and
finds its modern-day counterparts in Anthony Burgess’s A Clockwork Orange, the
novels of Chuck Palahniuk, and the films and plays of Neil LaBute.

Never Call Me a Hero
Inspired by the true story of the author's mother's childhood dog, this tale of loyalty
and bravery illustrates what it truly means to have the heart of a hero. Lady, an Irish
Setter puppy, is leading a simple life on a farm in Ohio during the 1940s. She has no
idea that her life is going to take her down a path where she will find herself in the
middle of incredibly dangerous situations, including World War II.

The Heart of a Hero
New York Times bestselling author Janet Chapman welcomes her fans back to
Spellbound Falls, where no one is immune to the magical powers of love⋯ Originally
from the ancient mythical island of Atlantis, Nicholas has spent the last year deep in
the mountains of Maine, serving as Director of Security for the Nova Mare and
Inglenook resorts. Fully embracing his life in the twenty-first century, he finds
himself irresistibly drawn to a trouble-prone employee, and is determined to keep her
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safe. The last thing Julia Campbell needs is a man with a hero complex, especially
one as handsome and imposing as Nicholas. All she has to do is keep it together until
her younger sister turns eighteen, and then she can focus on her own life. But
strange things have been happening at the resort—and it’s Nicholas who keeps coming
to her rescue. When Nicholas is suddenly the one in trouble, Julia realizes he’s not
quite what he seems—and that she’ll do anything to help the man who’s stolen her
heart⋯

The Heart of a Hero (1913)
Gathers quotations by sports figures, writers, and philosophers about courage,
competition, and striving for excellence

A Texan's Promise
A Hero Of Our Time
From Pulitzer Prize winner James B. Stewart comes the extraordinary story of
American hero Rick Rescorla, Morgan Stanley security director and a veteran of
Vietnam and the British colonial wars in Rhodesia, who lost his life on September 11.
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Heart of a Soldier is the extraordinary story of war, love and comradeship, danger
and heroism, told by a Pulitzer Prize winner who is one of our finest writers. When
Rick Rescorla got home from Vietnam, he tried to put combat and death behind him,
but he never could entirely. From the day he joined the British Army to fight a
colonial war in Rhodesia, where he met American Special Forces’ officer Dan Hill
who would become his best friend, to the day he fell in love with Susan, everything in
his remarkable life was preparing him for an act of generosity that would transcend
all that went before. Heart of a Soldier is a story of bravery under fire, of loyalty to
one’s comrades, of the miracle of finding happiness late in life. Everything about
Rick’s life came together on September 11. In charge of security for Morgan Stanley,
he successfully got all its 2,700 men and women out of the south tower of the World
Trade Center. Then, thinking perhaps of soldiers he’d held as they died, as well as
the woman he loved, he went back one last time to search for stragglers.

The Military Wife
Jake Silver may not be able to put the memories of his time as a sniper and Navy
SEAL behind him, but at least he can put his skills to use as a part of the Jones Inc.
rescue team. Saving the life of pediatric heart surgeon Dr. Aria Sinclair on Denali
helped too. Now he can't get her out of his head, and when he hears she is in the path
of a hurricane down in Key West he can't help but jump on a plane to rescue her. Aria
has dedicated her life to helping children born with defective hearts. After all, she
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was one of those children. Now driven to succeed, she lives a lonely, stressful life.
One she would have lost on Denali if it hadn't been for Jake. Jake is exciting and
handsome, but he's also dangerous, and she's already lost one person she loves. She
can't bear it again. It's not until she finds herself trapped in the middle of a category
4 hurricane that she can admit she needs Jake desperately. With their very survival
in the balance, can they hope for a second chance at life . . . and love?

Heroes Among Us
Clayton Proffitt, foreman of the Circle Z Ranch, determines to help Vanessa Grant
escape her abusive stepfather, his employer, and as they head west to Colorado and
safety, a deep bond develops between them.

A Hero in Every Heart
A young widow embraces a second chance at life when she reconnects with those
who understand the sacrifices made by American soldiers and their families in awardwinning author Laura Trentham’s The Military Wife. Harper Lee Wilcox has been
marking time in her hometown of Kitty Hawk, North Carolina since her husband,
Noah Wilcox’s death, nearly five years earlier. With her son Ben turning five and
living at home with her mother, Harper fights a growing restlessness, worried that
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moving on means leaving the memory of her husband behind. Her best friend, Allison
Teague, is dealing with struggles of her own. Her husband, a former SEAL that
served with Noah, was injured while deployed and has come home physically healed
but fighting PTSD. With three children underfoot and unable to help her husband,
Allison is at her wit’s end. In an effort to reenergize her own life, Harper sees an
opportunity to help not only Allison but a network of other military wives eager to
support her idea of starting a string of coffee houses close to military bases around
the country. In her pursuit of her dream, Harper crosses paths with Bennett Caldwell,
Noah’s best friend and SEAL brother. A man who has a promise to keep, entangling
their lives in ways neither of them can foresee. As her business grows so does an
unexpected relationship with Bennett. Can Harper let go of her grief and build a
future with Bennett even as the man they both loved haunts their pasts?

Heart of a Hero
From award-winning author Laura Trentham comes An Everyday Hero, an
emotionally layered novel about redemption, second chances and discovering that life
is worth fighting for. At thirty, Greer Hadley never expected to be forced home to
Madison, Tennessee with her life and dreams of being a songwriter up in flames. To
make matters worse, a series of bad decisions and even crappier luck lands her
community service hours at a nonprofit organization that aids veterans and their
families. Greer cannot fathom how she’s supposed to use music to help anyone deal
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with their trauma and loss when the one thing that brought her joy has failed her.
When Greer meets fifteen-year-old Ally Martinez, her plans to stay detached and do
as little as possible get thrown away. New to town and dealing with the death of her
father in action, she hides her emotions behind a mask of bitterness and sarcasm, but
Greer is able to see past it and recognizes pieces of who she once was in Ally. The
raw and obvious talent she possesses could take her to the top and Greer vows to
make sure life’s negativities don’t derail Ally’s potential. After Greer is assigned a
veteran to help, she’s not surprised Emmett Lawson, the town’s golden boy,
followed his family’s legacy. What leaves her shocked is the shell of a man who
believes he doesn’t deserve anyone’s help. A breakthrough with Ally reminds Greer
that no one is worth giving up on. So she shows up one day with his old guitar, and
meets Emmett’s rage head on with her stubbornness. When a situation with Ally
becomes dire, the two of them must become a team to save her—and along the way
they might just save themselves too.

Heart of a Hero
A Hero's Honor (Resolution Ranch)
A heartwarming story about training a rescue donkey to run one of the most
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challenging races in America. "McDougall is a gifted storyteller who gets to the heart
of the human-animal connection."--John Grogan, author of Marley & Me.e.

The Way of the Brave (Global Search and Rescue Book #1)
Drazeryn a rogue from the streets who works as a stable boy finds himself embroiled
into the life of a rogue' network of spies, assassins and enforcers who force him to
enter their ranks and become a deadly assassin. During the course of it all he finds
love and many allies. The allies he finds are mostly of a nefarious sort. As he
contemplates the meaning of everything he finds himself with few answers. Later on
when the city takes on a new form he must ally with many people that normally a
rogue would never deign to notice. Meeting the son of the high councillor, a Knight of
the Pure Heart, A Battleguard, a whimsical bard and the love of his life take him to
new heights and conclusions of the meaning of love and life. The companions find an
evil rogue' guild, called the Kadamari, which is much too disruptive for their liking.
The idea of rogues fighting rogues is not an uncommon concept. The Pavakans
fighting the Kadamari has been happening for a very long time in The City of Ages.
Will the rogues destroy themselves or destroy the city trying to eradicate one
another

An Everyday Hero
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Losing your love is like losing yourself. It happened to Bebe Warner fifty years ago,
and it's happening to her granddaughter PJ today. Nobody ever suspected that Bebe
perfect wife, perfect grandmother, and quilter extraordinaire led a secret life. Not
even PJ, though she's desperately guarding a secret of her own. Author Ed Ditto's
novel takes inspiration from his cousin Laura D. Patrick's homey quilt to cover deep
themes of loss and regret, acceptance and recovery. Historical accuracy concerning
the Korean War and a searing look at post-partum depression interwoven with the
healing powers of quilting make this novel appealing to numerous audiences. Author
Ed Ditto and quiltmaker Laura D. Patrick are cousins who live not very far apart in
southern Tennessee and northern Alabama, respectively. This is their first
collaborative project.

Heart of a Hero
"Death of a Hero", published in 1929 was the author's literary response to the war.
He went on to publish several works of fiction. In 1942, having moved to the United
States, he began to write biographies. This last work was very controversial, as it
was highly critical of the man still regarded as a war hero.

A Hero's Heart
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Emiline lives a common life in a tiny, country town during the late 1800s. But her big
imagination sweeps her away to distant lands full of fair maidens, danger and
heroism. She dreams of doing something brave someday; saving a life, finding a
treasurebut does she really have what it takes? As she is faced with needy neighbors
and the school bully whom she has learned to hate, her courage is put to the test.
Does she have what it takes to step out of her comfort zone and reach out to the
poor? Worst of all, can she find it within herself to swallow her pride and help her
enemy? Facing her worst fears and her own faults, she turns to God for help.
Ultimately, she learns that Jesus is the greatest hero of all. Written for children ages
9+, this captivating story teaches compassion, forgiveness and the true meaning of
heroism.

Heart of the Hero
This bundle contains A Texan’s Promise and A Texan’s Honor, PLUS a bonus
chapter from A Texan’s Choice. A Texan’s Promise When Clayton Proffitt, foreman
of the Circle Z Ranch in Texas, discovers Vanessa Grant is the victim of her
stepfather’s advances, Clayton knows he must protect her honor and move her far
away from the ranch—and from the man she fears. As they make their way West, an
unexpected, deep bond develops between Vanessa and Clayton—far more powerful
than a mere friendship or his sense of duty to her. But Vanessa’s stepfather won’t
let her go so easily. As Clayton and Vanessa place their faith in God and their trust in
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each other, will they find healing and hope for the future together? A Texan’s Honor
Years ago, Will McMillan had fought next to his Captain, Clayton Proffitt. Now, he’s
waging another war undercover, pretending to be a member of the notorious Walton
Gang. But when a hostage situation goes awry and an innocent woman is in the
middle of the fray, Will knows he must protect her no matter what happens. Even if
they risk being killed by his gang or by the lawmen on their trail. Even if the woman
he’s risking everything for will never love him back. Even if all he's left with is his
faith.

A Texan's Honor
The Heart Of A Hero
A Hero’s Honor (A Resolution Ranch Novel, Book 1)

The Heart of a Hero
The faith of a determined person with the unwavering desire to survive and to thrive
can conquer even the worse abuse, doubt, loss and illness.
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The Heart Of A Hero
Rescuing Aria Sinclair is just what former SEAL Jake Silver needs in order to
redeem his past mistakes. Keeping her distance from Jake is what Aria needs to
protect her heart. As a hurricane turns paradise into peril, they must save
themselves and others in this story of second chances and survival--and the cost of
both.

Running with Sherman
The Soldiers Seduction The last time he d seen Phoebe, they d wound up in bed
together. Now, after two years, soldier Wade Donnelly had every intention of
repeating that incredible night. The incredible secret she needed to share would have
to wait until morning The Heart of a Mercenary Hunter McBride he d buried his past
and his emotions long ago to become the ultimate warrior. His mission was to get the
proof of a deadly toxin out of the Congo jungle with or without the innocent beauty
who possessed it. But with every minute counting down to disaster, Sarah showed
Hunter how to live again. Straight Through the Heart Special Agent Eric Vinland was
in one hell of a fix. Dawn Moon would be masquerading as his wife on a Greek island
where they hoped to outbid other terrorists for a disk. But the sexual attraction
sparked between them like a high-voltage wire, demanding his attention!
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Heart of a Hero
Texas, 1874. Years ago, Will McMillan had fought in the open, next to his Captain,
Clayton Proffitt. Now he’s waging another war undercover, pretending to be a
member of the notorious Walton Gang. But when a hostage situation goes awry and
an innocent woman is in the middle of the fray, Will knows he must protect her no
matter what happens. Even if his cover is blown. Even if they risk being killed by his
gang or by the lawmen on their trail. Even if the woman he’s risking everything for
will never love him back.

Heart of a Hero
How to heal a hero⋯ Helping people comes naturally to Zoe Hamilton—she has the
advice column to prove it. All she wants this summer, though, is to lick her
postdivorce wounds in peace. That's fine by her surly-yet-handsome neighbor, exarmy captain Jake Meyers; he just wants to be left alone. Jake might believe his
emotions are frozen forever, but the pain in his glittering emerald eyes tells a
different story. Zoe can't help but reach out, but it will take all her courage to love a
man so determined to keep himself closed off⋯

Heart of a Hero
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First published as: Polar wives by Greystone Books, Vancouver, BC, 2012.

Heart of a Hero the City of Ages
Examines myths and folk tales from around the world in an attempt to understand the
symbolism of the hero as it appears in the mythologies and religions of mankind.

Heart of a Soldier
Former pararescue jumper Orion Starr is haunted by the memory of a rescue gone
wrong. He may be living alone in Alaska now, but the pain of his failure--and his
injuries--has followed him there from Afghanistan. He has no desire to join Hamilton
Jones's elite rescue team, but he also can't shirk his duty when the call comes in to
rescue three lost climbers on Denali. Former CIA profiler and psychiatrist Jenny
Calhoun's yearly extreme challenge with her best friends is her only escape from the
guilt that has sunk its claws into her. As a consultant during a top-secret mission to
root out the Taliban, she green-lighted an operation that ended in ambush and lives
lost. When her cathartic climb on Denali turns deadly, she'll be forced to trust her life
and the lives of her friends to the most dangerous of heroes--the man she nearly
killed. Her skills and his experience are exactly what's needed to prevent another
tragedy--but in order to truly set Orion free from his painful past, Jenny will have to
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reveal hers. They'll have to put their wounds behind them to survive, but at what
cost? Leap into action with this high-octane, breakneck new series from bestselling
author Susan May Warren.

The Hero with a Thousand Faces
This book is a story of a little girl named Sammy that saved her money to buy a
puppy. Instead of purchasing a puppy that had all four legs she chose to buy the one
that was born with only three. She trained the puppy just like a normal puppy and
when her and her friends we out playing with a ball it went out into the street. As the
girls were running after the ball they didn't see the car approaching. Pixie jumped in
front of the girls and made them stop before the car hit them. She saved the girls
lives and became the hometown hero. It is a book that reminds people that it is not
what is on the outside that matters but what is in the inside that matters.

Heart of a Hero the Story of Pixie, the Three Legged Dog
After a botched raid in Afghanistan, ex-Army specialist Michel Deverroux returned to
Galveston Texas with more baggage than intended. Without family, friends or money,
Michel turned to drugs to relieve the horrors of war. He knew it was a dark path, but
he saw no other choice. Michel was awash in a world of numbness and addiction until
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his estranged uncle Andy died, leaving Michel a run down beach front home and hefty
inheritance. With something to finally call his own in the world, a spark of hope
returns to Michel's life; a spark which is ignited when he sees a somber, yet beautiful
woman walking along the beach. Michel falls instantly in love with her and nicknames
her his 'Mermaid'. Now determined to be a man that his new love would want to be
with, Michel vows to turn his life around and win over his 'Mermaid', Annabelle.
Overcoming the shadows of his past seems nearly impossible, but the drive to have
Annabelle gives Michel the motivation to overcome his demons. ************ This is a
full length stand alone bad-boy romance novel with a HAE and NO CLIFFHANGER.
Michel is a dark, sweet and SEXY hero with a big heart.

Dex: The Heart of a Hero
75 YEARS AGO, ONE DARING PILOT MAY HAVE CHANGED THE COURSE OF
HISTORY WHEN HE STRUCK AND SANK TWO JAPANESE AIRCRAFT CARRIERS
AT THE BATTLE OF MIDWAY -- "THE DECISIVE CONTEST FOR CONTROL OF
THE PACIFIC IN WORLD WAR II” (NEW YORK TIMES). NOW, AT LAST,
LEGENDARY DIVE-BOMBER “DUSTY” KLEISS DELIVERS A GRIPPING AND
INSPIRING EYEWITNESS ACCOUNT OF AMERICA’S GREATEST NAVAL
VICTORY On the morning of June 4, 1942, high above the tiny Pacific atoll of
Midway, Lt. (j.g.) "Dusty" Kleiss burst out of the clouds and piloted his SBD
Dauntless into a near-vertical dive aimed at the heart of Japan’s Imperial Navy,
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which six months earlier had ruthlessly struck Pearl Harbor. The greatest naval
battle in history raged around him, its outcome hanging in the balance as the U.S.
desperately searched for its first major victory of the Second World War. Then, in a
matter of seconds, Dusty Kleiss’s daring 20,000-foot dive helped forever alter the
war’s trajectory. Plummeting through the air at 240 knots amid blistering antiaircraft fire, the twenty-six-year-old pilot from USS Enterprise’s elite Scouting
Squadron Six fixed on an invaluable target—the aircraft carrier Kaga, one of Japan’s
most important capital ships. He released three bombs at the last possible instant,
then desperately pulled out of his gut-wrenching 9-g dive. As his plane leveled out
just above the roiling Pacific Ocean, Dusty’s perfectly placed bombs struck the
carrier’s deck, and Kaga erupted into an inferno from which it would never recover.
Arriving safely back at Enterprise, Dusty was met with heartbreaking news: his best
friend was missing and presumed dead along with two dozen of their fellow naval
aviators. Unbowed, Dusty returned to the air that same afternoon and, remarkably,
would fatally strike another enemy carrier, Hiryu. Two days later, his deadeye aim
contributed to the destruction of a third Japanese warship, the cruiser Mikuma,
thereby making Dusty the only pilot from either side to land hits on three different
ships, all of which sank—losses that crippled the once-fearsome Japanese fleet. By
battle’s end, the humble young sailor from Kansas had earned his place in
history—and yet he stayed silent for decades, living quietly with his children and his
wife, Jean, whom he married less than a month after Midway. Now his extraordinary
and long-awaited memoir, Never Call Me a Hero, tells the Navy Cross recipient’s full
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story for the first time, offering an unprecedentedly intimate look at the "the decisive
contest for control of the Pacific in World War II" (New York Times)—and one man’s
essential role in helping secure its outcome. Dusty worked on this book for years
with naval historians Timothy and Laura Orr, aiming to publish Never Call Me a Hero
for Midway’s seventy-fifth anniversary in June 2017. Sadly, as the book neared
completion in 2016, Dusty Kleiss passed away at age 100, the last surviving divebomber pilot to have fought at Midway. And yet the publication of Never Call Me a
Hero is a cause for celebration: these pages are Dusty’s remarkable legacy,
providing a riveting eyewitness account of the Battle of Midway, and an inspiring
testimony to the brave men who fought, died, and shaped history during those four
extraordinary days in June, seventy-five years ago.

Heart for a Hero
The Heart of a Hero Bundle, A Texans Promise & Texans Honor - eBook
[ePub]
When Scout Proffitt shows up immediately after her father's death and claims that he
now owns their ranch, Rosemarie Cousins has little choice but to stay on the ranch
with this notorious outlaw.
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A Texan's Choice
Jess Logan knew his life would change when he returned to Walker, Wyoming, to
raise his late sister's children. But after meeting pretty schoolmarm Sarah Wakefield,
he found out he had much to learn not just about child rearing and housekeeping, but
also about love. Sarah Wakefield arrived in Walker hoping to start life with a clean
slate. But as her feelings for Jess and his family grew, she realized she could never
truly love someone until she shared the secret that was weighing down her heart.

Death of a Hero
This scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original. Due to its age, it
may contain imperfections such as marks, notations, marginalia and flawed pages.
Because we believe this work is culturally important, we have made it available as
part of our commitment for protecting, preserving, and promoting the world's
literature in affordable, high quality, modern editions that are true to the original
work.

The Heart of a Hero
Texas, 1874. Years ago, Will McMillan had fought in the open, next to his Captain,
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Clayton Proffitt. Now, in book 2 of The Heart of a Hero series, hes waging another
war undercover, pretending to be a member of the notorious Walton Gang. But when
a hostage situation goes awry and an innocent woman is in the middle of the fray,
Will knows he must protect her no matter what happens. Even if they risk being
killed by his gang or by the lawmen on their trail. Even if the woman hes risking
everything for will never love him back. Even if all he's left with is his faith.

The Heart of a Hero
Congressman Jim Ryun has provided a wealth of stories of quiet historical heroes
who have, for the most part, been ignored by popular culture and nearly lost in the
mist of the past. This book is not about popular heroes or cultural icons such as
George Washington or Abraham Lincoln. These heroes were common people who
stood firm in the face of tyranny, to give their lives for others, and to right the
wrongs of social injustice. Their stories will inspire you to rise up to slay the dragons
of your world.

The Heart of a Hero
Tired of being overlooked because he is so small, Dexter, a big-hearted dog with big
dreams transforms himself into a superhero.
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The Heart of a Hero
Trapped with a madman⋯ Trail guide Charly Binali is alone in the Rockies with a
madman and his armed mercenaries, and he's demanding she lead him to a powerful,
hidden device. And when help comes in the unexpected form of her very hot
neighborhood mailman, Charley discovers the "nice" guy she gave her heart to isn't
who she thought. Undercover CIA agent Will Chase hated lying to Charly, but getting
to that dangerous device first is a matter of national security. It's seven bad guys
against him and Charly, but between his training and her survival skills, they just
might beat the odds—if he can get her to ever trust him again.

A Hero at Heart
Taken as an infant by The Black Dragon Sect and trained as a soldier seventeen year
old Arianna is a spectacular young lady; An expert with all kinds of weapons as well
as hand to hand combat, Now nearing her eighteenth birthday Arianna is going to find
out just how spectacular she is..As well as a secret that can destroy two worlds

Heart of A Hero
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